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HISTORIC LANDMARK COMMISSION 

JUNE 25, 2018 
DEMOLITION AND RELOCATION PERMITS 

HDP-2018-0279 
3402 DUVAL STREET 

 
PROPOSAL 

Partial demolition of a ca. 1934 house to construct a second-story addition. 
 
ARCHITECTURE 

One-story, rectangular-plan, side-gabled, Tudor Revival-styled brick-veneered house with a 
front-facing gable containing a triple set of 1:1 windows, and another front-facing gabled 
bay containing the round-arched entry way with a series of receding brick layers framing 
the door; fenestration on the house also includes narrow, multi-lite wood-framed casement 
windows with a multi-lite transom above. 
RESEARCH 

The house appears to have been built in 1934, but was vacant for the first year or so of its 
existence.  The first known owners and occupants were Rudolph Wukasch, and his wife, 
Ruth, who lived here from around 1936 until around 1948.  Rudolph Wukasch was the son 
of Henry Wukasch, a very prominent and successful general merchandise merchant, with 
his store on the west corner of 1st (now Cesar Chavez) Street and Congress Avenue.  
Rudolph Wukasch served as his father’s book-keeper and later was the manager of the 
store.  Henry Wukasch stayed in business until 1946,  After the store closed, Rudolph and 
Ruth Wukasch moved to Santa Barbara, California, where they spent the rest of their lives. 
The house was then owned by Jimmy and Yvonne Greear; he was a student at the 
University of Texas, and she was a secretary in an advertising agency while they lived in 
this house in the late 1940s.  Euelda Wood, a widow, then purchased the house around 1953 
after her husband’s death.  Euelda’s husband, Franklin A. Wood, was an auditor for the 
State Liquor Control Board.  Euelda Wood worked as a clerk.  After her death in 1978, her 
daughter, Inez Lewis, an art teacher, lived here until the early 1990s. 
STAFF COMMENTS 

The applicant proposes the partial demolition of the house to accommodate a second-story 
addition.  Staff has reviewed the plans for the addition, which is sensitively designed and 
planned.  The proposed addition will be located on the back of the house, and will have 818 
square feet on the ground floor, and 1,283 square feet on the second floor.  The proposed 
addition is in line with the north wall of the house, and built completely behind the 
ridgeline of the existing roof.  The addition will have a brick veneer, as well as stucco on the 
second story to match existing materials, and single and paired 1:1 fenestration that 
complement those on the existing house.  Additional space on the second story will be 
achieved through longitudinal shed dormers on both sides of the proposed pitched roof.  The 
roof will have composition shingles to match those on the existing portion of the house. 
The house was listed with no priority for research in the Comprehensive Cultural 
Resources Survey (1984). 
Staff has evaluated this house for designation as a historic landmark and has determined 
that the house has some potential for designation as a historic landmark, and would be 
contributing to a historic district in this neighborhood: 

a. Architecture. The house is an excellent example of Tudor Revival residential 
architecture, with its brick veneer, false half-timbering in side gables, steeply 
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pitched roof, and decorative elements, especially the round-arched doorway 
and narrow sets of casement windows, which set this house apart from other 
Tudor Revival houses in the neighborhood and throughout the city.  The 
house qualifies for landmark designation for its architectural significance. 

b. Historical association. The house was built by Rudolph Wukasch, the son of 
Henry Wukasch, a well-known merchant in the city; Rudolph Wukasch was 
very involved in his father’s business.  Rudolph and Ruth Wukasch lived in 
this house during the entire time of their residency in Austin as a married 
couple, from the mid-1930s until they moved to Santa Barbara, California in 
the late 1940s.  Although more research is necessary to fully flesh out the role 
and significance of Rudolph Wukasch to the community, it appears that there 
is a potential for landmark designation for the historical associations of the 
Wukasch family in Austin. 

c. Archaeology. The house was not evaluated for its potential to yield significant 
data concerning the human history or prehistory of the region. 

d. Community value. The house does not possess a unique location, physical 
characteristic, or significant feature that contributes to the character, image, 
or cultural identity of the city, the neighborhood, or a particular demographic 
group. 

e. Landscape feature. The property is not a significant natural or designed 
landscape with artistic, aesthetic, cultural, or historical value to the city. 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Approve the plans for the addition to the house, which staff recognizes as sensitive to the 
architecture and character of the existing house, and release the partial demolition permit, 
but request that the applicant complete a City of Austin Documentation Package, 
consisting of photographs of all elevations, a dimensioned sketch plan, and a narrative 
history, for archiving at the Austin History Center prior to the release of any permit. 
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LOCATION MAP 
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3402 Duval Street 
ca. 1934 

 
 

OCCUPANCY HISTORY 
3402 Duval Street 

 
City Directory Research, Austin History Center 
By City Historic Preservation Office 
June, 2018 
 
1992  Maryanna R. Dickens, renter 
  No occupation listed 

NOTE:  The directory indicates that Maryanna R. Dickens was a new resident at 
this address. 

 
1985-86 Inez W. Lewis, owner 
  Art teacher 
  NOTE:  Inez Lewis was the daughter of Euelda Wood. 
 
1981  Inez W. Lewis, owner 
  Art teacher 
 
1977  Mrs. F.A. Wood, owner 
  Widow, Franklin A. Wood 
  Retired 
 
1973  Mrs. F.A. Wood, owner 
  Widow, Franklin A. Wood 
  Retired 
  Rear: Teresia Lopez-Cepero, renter 
   Research assistant, University of Texas 
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1968  Euelda M. Wood, owner 
  Widow, Franklin A. Wood 
  Retired 
 
1965  Euelda M. Wood, owner 
  Widow, Franklin A. Wood 
  No occupation listed 
 
1962  Euelda M. Wood, owner 
  Widow, Franklin A. Wood 
  No occupation listed 
 
1959  Euelda M. Wood, owner 
  No occupation listed 
 
1955  Euelda M. Wood, owner 
  Widow, Frank A. Wood 
  No occupation listed 
 
1953  Euelda Wood, owner 
  Widow, F.A. Wood 
  Clerk 
 
1952  Clifford and Geneva Ashton, renters 
  Oil operator 

NOTE:  Franklin A. and Euelda Wood are listed at 2110 Woodmont Avenue.  He 
was an auditor for the State Liquor Control Board. 
NOTE:  Jimmy R. and Yvonne E. Greear are not listed in the directory. 

 
1949  Jimmy R. and Yvonne E. Greear, owners 
  Jimmy:  Student, University of Texas 

Yvonne: Office secretary, R.A. Gilbert, advertising, 309 E. 11th Street. 
NOTE:  Rudolph H. and Ruth Wukasch are listed in the 1949 city directory for 
Santa Barbara, California.  Neither had an occupation shown. 

 
1947  Rudolph H. and Ruth S. Wukasch, owners 
  No occupation listed 
 
1944-45 Rudolph H. and Ruth Wukasch, owners 
  Manager, Henry S. Wukasch, general merchandise, 104-06 W. 1st Street. 
 
1941  Rudolph H. and Ruth I. Wukasch, owners 
  Clerk, Henry Wukasch, general merchandise, 104 W. 1st Street. 
 
1939  Rudolph H. and Ruth S. Wukasch, owners 
  Book-keeper, Henry Wukasch, general merchandise, 104 W. 1st Street. 
 
1937  Rudolph H. and Ruth Wukasch, owners 

Book-keeper, Henry S. Wukasch, general merchandise, 104-06 W. 1st Street.  
 
1935  Vacant 
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NOTE:  Rudolph H. Wukasch is listed at 2600 Speedway, the home of his 
parents.  He was a book-keeper for his father, Henry S. Wukasch, a general 
merchandise merchant at 104-06 W. 1st Street.  

 
1932-33 The address is not listed in the directory. 
 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES: 
Rudolph H. and Ruth Wukasch (ca. 1936 – ca. 1948) 
Rudolph Wukasch appears in the 1930 U.S. Census as the 21-year old son of Henry S. and 
Matilda Wukasch, who owned their $12,500 home at 2600 Speedway in Austin.  Rudolph 
Wukasch was born in Texas and was a salesman in a general merchandise store.  His father, 
Henry S. Wukasch, 49, was a Texas-born general merchandise merchant.  His mother, Matilda 
Wukasch, 53, had been born in Texas and had no occupation listed. 
 
The 1940 U.S. Census shows Rudolph and Ruth Wukasch as the owners of this house, which 
was worth $7,000.  Rudolph Wukasch was 31, had been born in Texas, and was a general 
merchandise merchant.  Ruth Wukasch was 29, had been born in Texas, and had no 
occupation listed.  They had a daughter, Kirsten, 1, who had been born in Texas. 
 

 
Story on a bridge party and crystal shower given for Ruth Wukasch 

Austin American-Statesman, February 24, 1935 
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Story on the closing of Henry Wukasch’s general merchandise store, where his son, Rudolph 

Wukasch worked as a book-keeper 
Austin American-Statesman, October 6, 1946 
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Ruth May Wukasch died in Santa Barbara, California in 1968.  Rudolph H. Wukasch died in 
Ventura, California in 1970.  Both are buried in Santa Barbara, California. 
 

 
Obituary of Ruth Wukasch 

Austin American-Statesman, August 25, 1968 
 

 
Obituary of Rudolph Wukasch 

Austin Statesman, October 7, 1970 
 
Euelda Wood (ca. 1953 – ca. 1978) 
The 1940 U.S. Census shows Frank and Eula Wood as the owners of the house at 3008 
Glenview Avenue in Austin.  Frank Wood was 55, had been born in Texas, and was employed 
by the Liquor Control Board.  Eula Wood was 47, had been born in Missouri, and had no 
occupation listed.  They had a daughter, Inez, 22, who had been born in Texas, and had no 
occupation listed.  The family lived in Nocona, Texas in 1935. 
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Euelda Wood died in 1978; her last address was this house.  She was a widowed homemaker 
who was born in 1892 in Trenton, Missouri. She is buried in Nocona, Texas, with her husband, 
Franklin A. Wood. 
 

 
Obituary of Franklin A. Wood, the husband of Euelda Wood 

Austin American, April 8, 1953 
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Obituary of Euelda Wood 

Austin American-Statesman, December 25, 1978 
 
 

 
Water service permit to Rudolph Wukasch for this address (1934) 
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Sewer connection application by Rudolph Wukasch for this house (1934) 

 
 

 
Building permit to Rudolph Wukasch to construct an addition to the screen porch (1938) 
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Building permit to Inez Lewis, the daughter of Euelda Wood, for a stairway (1979) 

 
 
City records indicate a permit to remodel the existing attic to create a study in 1986; the 
detached garage will be demolished in the summer of 2018. 

 


